The Sentinel

HER MAJESTY SPEAKS TO THE COMMONWEALTH
ON COVID 19

* MY THOUGHTS & PRAYERS ARE WITH ALL CANADIANS AT THIS TIME
*WE JOIN WITH ALL NATIONS ACROSS THE GLOBE IN A COMMON ENDEAVOR
*IF WE REMAIN UNITED & RESOLUTE WE WILL OVERCOME
*WHAT WE DO DEFINES OUR CHARACTER AND OUR FUTURE
* PAUSE AND REFLECT ON FAITH
* WE WILL BE TOGETHER AGAIN, BETTER DAYS WILL RETURN
*THANK-YOU TO ALL FRONTLINE WORKERS

MY THANKS & GOOD WISHES TO YOU ALL
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Mission Statement of the
“Sentinel”

“We shall bear witness to, and
publish the accomplishments and
benevolence of
the Orange Family in Canada.

To all our loyal readers, and
subscribers who support the
Sentinel through their kind
donations and stories we say
“THANK YOU”
The Sentinel is also available on
the Grand Lodge of Canada
website,
grandorangelodge.ca
read only or free download
You can also print all or individual
pages.
It can be sent to any
email address at no cost

Sentinel Email

Keep sending in your Articles,
Events, Advertisements and
News to

jodachal@yahoo.ca

FAITH - HOPE
&
CHARITY
I hope this letter finds all our Brothers, Sisters, families and friends in

good health mentally and physically. A year ago, we just completed our
Provincial sessions and we would be preparing now for our bi-annual
sessions what happened?
To many of us this world pandemic is incomprehensible; travel
restrictions shortages of some foods and daily items we have taken for
granted and fear for family and friends. Social distancing suspicion of
neighbours and strangers avoiding contact in case they may be carriers
of this deadly disease. Not since the end of World War 2 has Canada
faced any such challenges to our everyday lives.
Members of the Orange Order of Canada since its institution in 1831
has faced many life threatening events, in some cases large losses of
life in several wars and other epidemics of great magnitude. I include
our Brothers and Sisters in NFLD in all these events, this being before
they joined the confederation of this great country.
We in the Orange Order have always been an integral part of our
nation, woven into the fabric of our communities. As in the past, we now
must continue to act, keeping in contact with our members especially
the elderly, living in places, which have gone into lockdown, cut off from
family and friends. This is where our order shines with new
technologies available and in some cases with the help of our children
and grandchildren over the phone we can learn how to reach out and
make someone’s day more enjoyable.
Delivering food, going to pharmacies and doing other such chores in
which some of our neighbours are incapable is another way we can
help. I would also like to acknowledge the front line workers in health
care and those continuing to work as essential services. Thank you
doing your work for all of us, while putting yourself and families at risk.
For many including myself the cancelation of all lodge meetings and
events is causing a hole in my life, but not as much as the closing of all
churches. Sunday was always the focal point of my week, attending
with my family and neighbours for worship. Even now with our Pastor
sending out readings and messages for our reflections, being
disconnected from my place of worship is the most challenging and
distressing part of this pandemic. As my wife and I agree, it is our faith
in the Lord that will get us through these difficult times.
In conclusion, I ask all to keep safe. When at such time the medical
authorities lift the rules on gatherings. I will notify all Provincial
jurisdictions of the LOL and LOBA that they can resume meetings and
other functions. God Bless, stay home and keep safe.

MW Brother Donald Wilson
Grand Master and Sovereign Grand Orange Lodge of Canada
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Chaplain’s Corner

The doctrine of Balaam is
mentioned in Revelation 2:14 as
the spirit of COMPROMISE. The
important question we must ask
ourselves is, how does God view
compromise in spiritual things? Is
it ok to make concessions for the
worldly tendencies that pressure
God’s people today? How will
such compromise affect the
church in future generations?
The meaning of compromise is
to settle a difference by mutual
concession. For example, on
Saturday mornings we often
discuss what we’d like to do that
day, and I often have some ideas
what the Grandkids can do with
us. But sometimes my wife says,
“This needs to be done too” While
my idea was more fun like her
idea was more constructive. We
have two opposing views, so we
often have to compromise. We do
some works that she had planned
and some fun stuff I had planned.
This kind of compromise is
needed for any business or
relationship
to
prosper.
Compromise of this kind is fine as
long as it is not contrary to what
the Bible teaches.
The doctrine of Balaam is a
doctrine of compromise….it is
demonstrated in Revelation 2:14
as follows……
“But I have a few things against
you, because you have taught
them there who hold the doctrine
of Balaam who taught Balak to
cast a stumbling block before the
Children of Israel, to eat things,
sacrificed unto idols, and to
commit fornication”
Every time we compromise

spiritual and Biblical principles,
there will always be a crippling
effect both on the individual and
on the church.
Remember after they sinned,
God’s children were no longer on
the march to the Promised Land.
They were no longer looking for
Canaan. They were no longer
aggressive against their enemies
and it was because they were
crippled from within their own
ranks,
crippled
through
compromise, the same thing will
happen to us, if we try and make
peace with the enemy, we will
always fail.
Compromise causes the work
of God to cease, and when our
energy is focused on putting out
fires within and keeping internal
strife from erupting, we have
ceased to be effective for God’s
kingdom.
Why is there aa tendency to
compromise?
It’s
usually
because of the degenerate
effects of sin.
Genesis 3 tells how sin entered
the human race, and soon after
that we already see compromise
at work. In Chapter 4 Cain
compromised on what was
needed for worship, and the
compromise quickly developed
into a downward spiral.
We have a wonderful heritage.
We have a blessing that many do
not experience today, because
they or their fathers compromised
and lost out to apostasy. But the
question resounds in my mind
time and again: What about us
here at our local church? will we
continue the stand of no
compromise and pass that legacy
on to our children? Or will we take
the easy way of compromise?
We cannot afford to
compromise. If we do, we’ll

forget the good things that God
has done for us in the past and
we’ll lose the precious blessings
we have today. Fathers and
Mothers, are we standing strong
or are we compromising?
Study cause and effect, study
the truths of Scripture, study the
biblical applications that have
been handed down to us, and
stand for them.
One compromise, one small
deviation today will leave lasting
effects on our prosperity. That’s
what it did for Lot. All he did was
focus on the well-watered plains
of Jordan, and what happened?
Lot and his family were soon
gone, and his prosperity became
a nation of idolaters.
How can we fortify ourselves
against the insidious effects of
compromise? Jesus said to the
church at Pergamos, Repent, or
else I will come unto thee quickly,
and will fight against them with
the sword of my mouth.
When we repent, God is going to
fight for us. No matter what our
problem, be it sickness or lack of
money God will be there for us.
As we focus on the holiness of
God, all other things will pass
away and not matter.
Your personal relationship with
Jesus Christ will just get better.
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IN MEMORIAM
RW Bro. Wilfred Giles
Past Prov Grand Master
LOL & RBP NL
Member of
Leeming LOL 54 NL
Rose of Sharon RBP 216
Died January 2nd 2020

Trillium Home

RW Bro Dave Dailey
Past Prov Grand Master
LOL Ontario West
Member of
Sarawak LOL 1302
Long time President of the
Trillium Home Board
Died January 19th. 2020

LOBA
ONTARIO WEST INC.
President:
Angus MacLennan

Secretary:
Geraldine Tucker
39 Church Street
Parry Sound, ON P2A 1Y6
Treasurer:
Eleanor Vincent.
302-380 Essa Rd.
Barrie. ON L4N 9G7
Please Remember!
We must receive donations to
maintain our Charitable Status so we
can continue our donations on your
behalf!

MW Bro. Harold Snow
Past Prov. Grand Master LOL NL,
Gr. Treas. LOL NL
Associate DGM
Royal Black Inst. in Canada
Grand Auditor
Prov. Grand Black Chapter NL
Past Master
Bartholomews LOL NL
Died March 26th. 2020

Always
Remembered

ANNIES
SPRING
FLOWERS
Loyal True Blue & Orange Home
11181 Yonge Street. Richmond Hill.
ON L4S 1L2

Operating a community based
childrens facility adressing the
physical/social/and emotional
needs of all children with
multiple learning needs and
abilities

Board Members:
Shirley Buchanan
Jason Duncan
Myra Knight
Margaret Munro Winters
Helen Thompson
Linda Coot
Robert Duncan
Gordon Read
Honorary Members:
Dorothy Morrisey
Velma Hart
Trudy Cochran
Thank you for
your continued Support!

The Sentinel

Connects
Our Association
From Ocean Unto Ocean
Bonavista To
Vancouver Island

The Royal Black Institution in Canada
The Grand Black Chapter of British America
Member of
The Imperial Grand Black Chapter of the British Commonwealth

I bring greetings and best wishes to all Sir Knights in Canada. I also extend the same to all our Brothers
and Sisters, friends and neighbors.

This COVID-19 has changed how we do things. Many of us had planned to attend or would have attended
annual sessions and made new acquaintances and renewed old friendships. These meetings will now be
held some time in the future.

I urge everyone to communicate with fellow Sir Knights, Brothers, Sisters by phone, email, or how you feel
comfortable by maintaining social distancing. We all need that contact from our fellow human beings.

I know some of our members are involved in driving to pickup or deliver supplies for friends/neighbors. I
thank you for your dedication. I am on a driver list as required. My executive will be interested in hearing
how you have helped, whether driving, donating material for PPE, helping on a phoning detail or in other
ways.

During the past year, I have visited every Provincial Chapter [OW, EO, NB, NFLD] and Alberta RBP 975
as well as many more local RBP and LOL meetings. I was warmly welcomed by all. I hope my visit and
words of encouragement will help bode well for the future of our organization.

Many of us have developed the concept that we must be productive. How many of us have uncompleted
projects? Maybe it is time to realize that this productivity idea has become a factor of self worth. This
pandemic has brought grief to some, financial hardship to many and enormous changes to our daily lives.
This offers us an opportunity to hit the reset button in our lives. We can take pride in the number of people
coming together to help others in untold ways.

This also gives us time to reflect on the future of our organization. Communications will be key in this.
There will be changes including how we do things. We will have choices, let’s use them wisely. We have
a combined wealth of knowledge and by working together, we can make it happen. I welcome your
thoughts.

“The ‘Future’ belongs to those who believe in the beauty of Dreams’. Let’s ‘Dream’ big with a vision to
“Grow’ and be dedicated to ‘Thrive’. With courage and commitment, we can do it.

Think Positive. Stay Safe. Stay Healthy. Until we meet again.
Yours in bonds of Christian Knighthood,
M.W. Sir Knight Edgar Carman – Grand Master
Royal Black Institution in Canada
Phone: 905-372-8237
Email: ecarman@xplornet.ca
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PGOL Quebec 2020

THE MEETING THAT WASN’T.

Like everything else this spring, it
could have been, but it was
cancelled. The Grand Lodge of
Québec was called to meet at
3:30 in the afternoon on Friday
May 1st, 2020 in the Lodge Hall of
Kinnear's Mills, Québec. Brothers
would have attended from this
community as well as Inverness
and
Leeds,
surrounding
communities.
Travelling to the meeting,
brothers would have arrived from
Shawville,
LA
chute,
Chateauguay, and Calumet Island
in Québec. Others would have
come from Ontario East to
support the Grand Lodge here.
Brother James Allan, Grand
Master of Québec would have
presided. Alas, it was not to be!
Following the opening session,
a hot meal was to be served in the
dining area of the Orange hall by
the local United Church Women,
assisted by others of the threepoint pastoral charge of the
United and Presbyterian churches
of this area, known as the K.I.T.
pastoral charge.
The mayor of Kinnear's Mills,
Monsieur Paul Vachon, would
have made an

Members pictured below as taken at their 2019 sessions, and as they might
have done in 2020 had it taken place as scheduled

appearance to welcome friends
and visitors to the area. At 7:30
on the Friday evening, lodge
members and friends would have
gathered in Candlish United
Church, just a short walk from the
Lodge Hall, to join in a time of
worship in the Protestant tradition,
as well as a period of
remembrance
for
former
members of our Lodges as well as
those who had served King and
Country in the Great Wars.
The time spent in the church
would have been under the
leadership of the Rev. Barbara
Fotheringham, the only minister
residing in our area and serving
an
English-speaking
congregation.
Madame Lise
Fallot would have been at the
piano as she has done within this
pastoral charge for well over 50
years!
On Saturday morning, the
Sessions would have resumed,
Master James Allan presiding,
and would have continued until
noon or to the completion of the
business. There might have been
a pause during the morning's
business session to welcome a
visit from local members of the
L.O.B.A.,
the
provincial
jurisdiction having disbanded in

2018. Or, the visit might have
occurred during the supper meal
on the Friday evening when they
would have joined us for the
Church Service and cenotaph
observance. Alas, it was not to
be!
Before setting out on the road
home, lodge members and friends
would have enjoyed a noon meal
together on Saturday, ably
provided by Les Fourneaux
d'Inverness, a catering service
and restaurant operated by the
daughter of one of the Lodge
members from this area.
Those who had come from a
distance for the provincial
Sessions would have found
lodging for Friday night either in
an area bed and breakfast, much
appreciated over the years by
several members, or in an area
motel of the more traditional style.
Hopefully, members would have
begun
the
journey
home
refreshed in body and spirit by the
fellowship and hospitality of our
provincial Grand Lodge. Alas, it
was not to be!
Submitted By
RW Bro. Rev. Ross Davidson
Grand Chaplain PGOL Quebec
.
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GREETINGS.
A Protestant Organization called The Ladies Orange Benevolent Association of Canada was established on
March 23rd, 1894 in Hamilton, Ontario and Lodges soon spread all across Canada. We met every year
annually in different cities in order that each Province had a chance to host the Annual meetings. We now
meet bi-annually usually in the city of Fredericton, New Brunswick to conduct our business of reporting the
happenings and planned events by Lodges across Canada.
Due to the Corona virus all meetings have been cancelled by the Grand Master for time being and all will
be notified when it is safe to resume our meetings. We pray that all our members are staying safe and are
well. Today there are some Lodges that have closed due to the lack of interest by the young people due to
more things happening in their lives, like TV., Internet, sport activities, the availability to travel more widely.
many families have both husband and wife that are working and too busy with home life to be bothered with
getting involved with the Lodge. Those that attend our meeting are the very dedicated members, love the
Lodge, plus the social interaction, and many friendships that have formed over the years of meeting
together.
THE QUEEN...At this time we offer our support the monarchy Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal
family being Protestant. We pray for their health and safety in this time of the Corona 19 virus.
THE FLAGS...We pledge our Loyalty to the Union Jack, the flag of our Association and Maple Leaf, the flag
of our country of Canada. We also obey the laws of our country.
IN MEMORIAM...We extend our heartfelt sympathy to all those whom have lost loved ones at this time. We
Pray the Good Lord will bless each one with peace, strength, and His love. Deep in our hearts they shall be
missed.
Those we love don’t go away, They walk beside us every day.
Unseen, unheard, but always near, Still loved, still missed and very dear.

THE SENTINEL...The Sentinel is our paper that helps us to keep informed of the happenings of the lodges
across Canada, and is printed every third month Please send items of importance for all to see what is
happening in your neck of the country.
ORANGE INSURANCE...Orange Insurance is the insurance you should have for protection and security for
your families and loved ones.
JUNIOR ORANGE ASSOCIATION...Our Juniors are our future and need our encouragement and support.
I would like to say a big thank you to all the Guardians for all they do to teach the Juniors the principals of
our Orange Association.

THE LADIES ORANGE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
We encourage members to keep in touch with each other by phone calls, social media, Skype, and even
get your pens to work and write letters to those that haven’t access to computers..
IN CONCLUSION
In this time of the Corona 19 pandemic we are forced to isolate, stay home, and keep our distance from
each other (which is hard to do especially with our loved ones). So please stay home as much as possible,
wash your hands, and when out be sure to keep your distance. Our Prayer is that the Lord will keep
everyone of you safe, healthy, and help those to keep this virus under control. We pray for all the workers
that have to work to help keep us fed, healthy and especially those that are taking care of our loved ones
in nursing homes.
STAY SAFE EVERYONE!!.
MW Sister Marlene McCurry
Grand Mistress Ladies Orange Benevolent Association Canada
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On Feb. 29th St. Lawrence County Ont. East
Celebrates The Red Cross Degree with 4 new members

Pictured at Right

MW Sis. F. Van Horn, Hon. member of
tthe LOBA Canada celebrated her
100th. birthday at home due to the
Covid 19 restrictions. Although the

event was cancelled, we are assured
that there will be a celebration once the
restrictions have been lifted.
Sister Florence is a member of Trinity
LOBA Maple Ridge B.C.

SENTINEL SAYS

“CONGRATULATIONS”
Trillium Home Board
& Unity LOBA 343
OrilliaDonates

$5,250.00 was donated to Trillium
Manor Nursing Home Bus Fund
12 Grace Ave Orillia
Pictured L - R
C. Rosewell, Program Supervisor
Janice McCuaig, Administrator
RW Sis.
M. Bylow IPGM LOBA O. W.
MW M. Readman H.M. O. W
Linda Coote PGM LOBA O.W.

Pictured at Left

New members seated L - R
Sir Kts. D. McLean,509 W. McClelland, 383 Y. Brisbois, 509 D. McClelland, 383
Second row L - R Sir Kts.
P. Markell R. McClelland WP RBP 135 - A.
Duncan - D. Nixon D. Lajeunesse - GM GBC EO
R. Conners WP RBP 383 - A
Fielding - J. Arksey WP RBP 509 J. McClelland T. Thornbury - T. Good At reas
MW Sir Kt. E. Carman
GM RBI In Canada

MW Sis. FLORENCE Van HORN CELEBRATES 100th. B/day

From The Desk of the Grand Master & Sovereign Canada

April 7, 2020

To all members of the Loyal Orange Lodge of Canada.

We are living in difficult times which none of us have seen before, and, God willing will not see again. I
cannot stress how diligent we need to be in following the staying home directive if possible. To those
who are an essential service I greatly appreciate the jobs you are doing, and trust that people

recognise and appreciate the dangers that you and your families are in by preforming your jobs.

Many members have asked the question as to how the requirements set out in the Constitution and

Laws are to be followed, and given that there is no rule or precedent to cover this current situation in
the Constitution & Laws, I make the following statement.

To all members of the Loyal Orange Lodge of Canada

Grand Masters Ruling.

Due to the Covi-19 pandemic. All levels of the association will cease holding meetings,
until I am advised by Canadian and Provincial Health authorities, that it safe to allow

groups to congregate again. At that time, I will advise you of such decision, which will
allow for the resumption and rescheduling of lodge meetings. Current elected officers

will continue to fulfill their elected positions under the obligation they repeated on their
installation to office.

This Ruling will remain in effect until further advised by the Grand Master & Sovereign
This will allow all Provincial, County, District, and Primary Lodges to postpone/cancel their meetings
until they have been advised that they can be resumed and re-scheduled.

For members who have passed on during these times I suggest that Orange Services be postponed,
or followed as per your Provincial and/or City rules re such gatherings..
Please be safe. And observe distancing
Fraternally;

M.W. Brother Donald Wilson Grand Master and Sovereign of the Grand Orange Lodge of Canada.
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Over the many years of
Sentinel issues, members
have sent in a large number
of pictures. In recent years the
medium has been electronic
but in years gone by prior to
my time as editor, they were
actual photos. During the
move to our new location I
located a box with some of
those photos, and thought it
would be interesting to reprint
some of them as a collage,
the next two pages will show
some of them. Dates, names
and events for some will be
obvious, for others just use
your imagination. EDITOR
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I speak to you today at the same hour as my father did, exactly 75 years ago. His message then was

a salute to the men and women at home and abroad who had sacrificed so much in pursuit of what he
rightly called a “great deliverance”. The war had been a total war; it had affected everyone, and no one
was immune from its impact. Whether it be the men and women called up to serve; families separated
from each other; or people asked to take up new roles and skills to support the war effort, all had a part
to play. At the start, the outlook seemed bleak, the end distant, the outcome uncertain. But we kept faith
that the cause was right - and this belief, as my father noted in his broadcast, carried us through. Never
give up, never despair - that was the message of VE Day. I vividly remember the jubilant scenes my sister
and I witnessed with our parents and Winston Churchill from the balcony of Buckingham Palace. The
sense of joy in the crowds who gathered outside and across the country was profound, though while we
celebrated the victory in Europe, we knew there would be further sacrifice. It was not until August that
fighting in the Far East ceased and the war finally ended.

Many people laid down their lives in that terrible conflict. They fought so we could live in peace, at home
and abroad. They died so we could live as free people in a world of free nations. They risked all so our
families and neighborhoods could be safe. We should and will remember them. As I now reflect on my
father’s words and the joyous celebrations, which some of us experienced first-hand, I am thankful for the
strength and courage that the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth and all our allies displayed. The
wartime generation knew that the best way to honor those who did not come back from the war, was to
ensure that it didn’t happen again. The greatest tribute to their sacrifice is that countries who were once
sworn enemies are now friends, working side by side for the peace, health and prosperity of us all.
Today it may seem hard that we cannot mark this special anniversary as we would wish. Instead we
remember from our homes and our doorsteps. But our streets are not empty; they are filled with the love
and the care that we have for each other. And when I look at our country today, and see what we are
willing to do to protect and support one another, I say with pride that we are still a nation those brave
soldiers, sailors and airmen would recognize and admire.
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I send my warmest good wishes to you all.
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